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QUOTE OF THE MONTH
The first impulse (of Western nu
tritionists) when confronted with 
a substandard diet has been to 
try to increase the milk ration. 
I think there is little reason to 
doubt that thousands of tons of 
powdered milk sent out to bene
fit people in underdeveloped coun
tries result in increased gastric 
distress rather than improved
the rejection of milk as an adult 
food is accompanied by a definite 
loathing. The Chinese, for ex
ample, react to the thought of a 
glass of milk the way we might 
react to the thought of a glass of
blood.

in Natural History
IN THE LATE 1960’s the Food 

and Drug Administration com
missioned a Philadelphia firm 
called National Analysts to sur
vey a sample of 3,000 United 
States adults to determine their 
attitudes toward health practices, 
health foods, vitamins and the 
like. This survey, published in 
1972, provides tremendous insight 
into American thinking about 
health matters.

Recently Science Magazine 
reviewed the report and con
cluded that American health 
practices and beliefs represent a 
“vast*' netherworld of medical 
superstition. . . . Coexisting side 
by side with conventional medi
cal knowledge in what must be 
the most educated population in 
the world, this (is a) corpus of 
antirational beliefs.”
Here are a few of those “anti- 

rational beliefs":
• Three-fourths of those ques
tioned believe that extra vita-
energy.

• A fifth believe that many dis
eases, including arthritis and 
cancer, are in part caused by 
a lack of certain vitamins and 
trace minerals.

• Nearly 60 percent believe vita
mins can prevent colds.
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Perhaps strangest Is an unex
plained spot that appears in the
parlor. It looks for all t i world

a child had had an accident 
there,” Mrs. Brusca told Belch
er. But the spot is not damp to 
the touch and has resisted all 
chemical cleaners that have 
been applied. There is no leak in
ripped up the carpet to see if 
anything was oozing from the 
floorboards they found nothing.
Last June Julie heard what 

may be the voice of the ghost. 
While reading late at night she 
heard a child call, “Mommy, 
Mommy.” All the Brusca chil
dren were sound asleep. Next 
midnight she heard the plaintive 
voice again. This time Mrs. 
Brusca waked the children to
ask if any one of them had 
called. She even looked outside 
but no lost child was to be found. 
Seems like the unseen guest 
must be a child who wets his 
pants, is fond of asparagus and 
forgets to close doors (and uses 
frying pans and meat cleavers?).

—Curtis Fuller.
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Then, just as suddenly as he 

had appeared, St. Michael the 
Archangel disappeared. Only dark 
clouds, doubts and puzzlement 
remained.
I could not sleep. I picked up 

my New Testament and read 
into the wee hours of the night. 
Among the passages my eyes 
found I read these words of St. 
Paul, recorded in the 19th verse 
of the 26th chapter of the Acts 
of the Apostles: “And so, King 
Agrlppa, I did not disobey the 
heavenly vision."
I woke up early on the morning 

of Wednesday, September 29, and 
looked at the church kalendar. 
It was the Feast Day of St. Mi
chael and All Angels! I hastened 
to the School of Theology at 
Claremont where I celebrated the 
eucharist in the temporary chap-
I followed the second order of the 
Services for Trial Use (an ex
perimental rite in the Episcopal 
Church). My mind was still so 
full of Saint Michael and the 
words he had spoken to me 
earlier that night that I com
pletely forgot to read the Inter
cession. Fr. Charles Bennlson, 
Jr., rector of St. Mark’s Church 
in Upland, noticed the omission.
This was a busy day. I taught 

a class and then I had my inter
views and telephone calls. Martha

FATE
Havermale, my secretary, was 
away with my wife visiting the 
Queen Mary in Long Beach where 
a scholarship benefit party, or
ganized by the School of Theol
ogy, was in progress. I had asked 
them to represent our school. I 
returned home tired.
That night I had a third vision 

and again I heard the voice of St. 
Michael who this time was stand
ing behind me. I saw him in a 
strange sort of way, with an 
inner vision. I felt a tremendous 
strength emanating from his ra
diant figure.
“Have you made your decision, 

Enrico?” I heard him ask.
“Oh, Michael,” I cried, “I am 

so confused and it is you who put 
me into this state. While I al
ways honored St. Mary, I never 
have made much of her cult. 
Won’t people laugh at me saying, 
'What’s come over Canon Molnar? 
In his old age he has become a 
Mariolater!’ ”
“You are not and you know it. 

No one is asking you to become 
a Mariolater. You can’t please 
everybody and someone will al
ways disagree with you and laugh 
at you. So what? They did the 
same to the prophets and apostles. 
So what’s new? And at your age 
you should no longer concern 
yourself with the outward success 
of your time on earth."
“Well, St. Michael, I follow 

you. But the whole thing sounds
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so illogical, really crazy! It 
doesn’t make sense; it doesn’t 
seem to fit into the pattern of 
church life in this diocese and in 
this modem age.”
Now St. Michael spoke rapidly 

and with emphasis. “Don’t you 
fool yourself..More people will be 
ready for this new direction than 
you think. And remember: what 
is foolishness in the eyes of men 
is often wisdom in the under
standing of God.”
“I know,” I replied feebly. “But

skeptical Christian. I have seen 
the work of religious fanatics in 
the name of Jesus. Let me go to 
Mount Calvary for a retreat; 
there in prayer and meditation 
and consultation with some wise 
monk I may discern the will of 
the Lord for me.” (Mount Cal
vary is a monastery of the Order 
of the Holy Cross, an Episcopal 
order of men, in Santa Barbara, 
Calif.)
"You do that,” sighed St. Mi

chael, “and when you come back, 
persuaded of the truth of my 
words, go and see your bishop. 
Tell him what you have seen and 
beard. And with his permission 
submit your resignation to the 
board of trustees of your school, 
to become effective a month

sions; store up some things for 
the future use of the community; 
give some books to the theologi
cal library and to needy students” 
— (“It will be difficult to part 
with books,” I complained) —
community. Then you and Geor- 
gine get into your car and for 
three months pray, study and 
search for a place for the Com
munity of Agape. Don’t be in a 
hurry. In due course you will 
know what to do. You will find 
people to help you, bishops to 
support you, lawyers to advise 
you and funds to provide for all 
needs. Keep on praying for guid
ance. Man is now confronted with 
the evolutionary necessity of de
veloping a higher stage of con
sciousness. A planetized man must 
replace the tribal and national
the way for this. It is a great 
thing not to have a place to lay 
your head if you carry faith in 
His Word in your heart. Be obe
dient to your heavenly vision.”
During the last sentence he 

raised his right hand in greeting. 
Then the voice was still; the
On Thursday morning I wrote 

it all down and told Georgine
later."

“And what shall I do then?” 
St. Michael smiled gently, 

“Give away most of your posses-
I canceled all engagements fo 

the following week and went o; 
a three-day quiet retreat at Moun
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Are we guided7 Dominated? Or both? For my pert, I believe I get 
by —as the Beatles say—"with a little help from my friends."

IN THE 12 years I lived in 
Brazil I learned to respect 

wholeheartedly the power of 
primitive voodoo spirits. After 
what I had seen and experienced 
I had to believe in their power. 
Yet I was na'ive enough to imag
ine that after I left that strange 
country and its demons and 
hexes I no longer could be

masters? Are we guided? Domi
nated? Or both? Perhaps some 
of the things that have happened 
to me since I returned to the 
states in early 1970 will help us 
judge.
With the manuscript of my 

book Drum and Candle safely in 
my editor's hands I had to 
say good-bye to my Brazilian

Something or Someone 
Somewhere

Cares
Bj David Si. Clair

reached or manipulated by non
physical forces. I thought I 
could walk away and simply 
leave them behind.
Subsequent events have led 

me to wonder how much of what 
we create really is done through 
us rather than by us? How much 
of what we put on paper, can
vas or music staves is actually 
our own accomplishment? Do
ly serve as channels of expres-
what degree are we our own

friends. One special friend was 
Leda Simonele, a Black medium 
who time and again had proven
I told her I was going to the 
United States to take a job in 
New York City.
Looking at me gravely, Dona 

Leda said, “You are going to 
write another book.”
The last thing I wanted to do 

was write another book. "Oh, 
no! I’m going to New York and 
I’m going to get a job in a bank or as a plumber — something
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Doubleday and tell him you’ll 
write such a book.”
I looked around —but instinc

tively knew the voice had come 
from inside me. In the few sec
onds it took me to place the call 
to my publisher, the entire idea 
for the new book came to me.
editor on Drum and Candle, came 
to the phone I was able to tell 
him what the book would be 
about and to name some of the 
people who should figure in it. 
He asked that I rush a written 
outline to him. I did this and in
Doubleday wanted the book and 
it would be called The Psychic 
World of California.
Three weeks later I went to 

San Jose to interview Marcia 
Warzek of Universal Receivers, 
a northern California psychic
port she pointed out the sights. 
When we turned down a broad 
avenue she asked, “Do you see 
those palm trees? It was a tra
dition here in San Jose that each 
settler would plant a palm tree 
in his front yard.”

I stared at the palm trees —
ing Brazil recalled Dona Leda’s 
amazing prediction: "You are 
going to a place where there are 
palm trees and you're going to 
write another book.”

As I interviewed mediums and 
dug into old files, all sorts 

of help came from unexpected 
quarters. Items for the psychic 
history of California popped out 
of old volumes in secondhand 
bookshops. Data piled up with 
each visit to local libraries. I 
ran my finger down a list of 
titles of old magazines at the 
California Historical Associa
tion Library and stopped at 
something called The Carrier 
Dove. I never had heard of it 
and neither had the librarian but 
I had the feeling it had some
thing to do with the psychic. 
When she brought me the crum
bling collection the magazines 
proved to be the official publica
tion of the California Spiritualist 
Association back in the 1880’s—
tory. Was it just a happy coin
cidence, as I told myself?
In San Jose I dined with Rita 

Brown, one of the nation’s top 
numerologists. I asked her many 
questions and confessed that I 
felt I was somehow missing the 
mark with my research. She 
assured me that I was being 
guided as I wrote. I laughed and 
told her nothing I did would ever 
be important enough to have a 
spirit’s guiding hand.
Back at the Hotel Sainte Claire 

that night, as soon as I entered 
my room I smelled the over
powering
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As he and Norma tried to talk 

Rita back to normality Marcia 
dashed to the piano and began 
playing "Rock 0f Ages” as loud

e could. I guess the noise 
and confusion were supposed to 
bring Rita out of trance but her 
eyes remained closed, her face 
wore a grim expression and her 
ankles and wrists were tightly
As Jerry fretted and Marcia 

played, I said above the din, 
“Maybe you’d better let her say 
what she has to say. There is a 
message coming through. Look 
at that light there.”
They looked at me and then

“What light?” they asked, al-
“For heaven’s sake,” I whis

pered, “that light above her 
head. Don’t you see it?"
They stared and shook their 

heads.
“It’s watermelon shaped,” I 

told them; “but more like a 
hollow watermelon with just the 
rind showing. It’s pulsating like
When they still couldn’t see it 

I began to laugh. “You people 
are the psychics,” I said. "You’re 
the ones who should be seeing 
this thing, not me.”
Almost immediately Rita be

gan to speak — in a strange 
voice and in a strange language. 
Jerry took over and finally got

the “visitor” to speak English 
while Marcia plugged in the 
tape recorder. An unintelligible 
but somehow sinister message 
came through, purportedly from 
a being in a spaceship who was 
using “this channel” (as he 
called Rita) to communicate. 
Whenever someone whispered to 
me: “Is the light still there?” 
I’d nod my head affirmatively. 
Finally the voice grew weaker 
and complained that “this chan
nel” was fighting him too much. 
Then Rita fell silent.

"Is the light still there?” Jerry 
demanded. To my amazement it
During the next few months I 

visited homes to interview per
sons everyone had said never 
would see me. Thanks to me
dium Brenda Crenshaw and her 
writer husband Jim (no stranger 
to Fate readers) I had a fantastic 
interview with Mae West. The 
lovely actress Ann Miller, also 
a psychic, granted me an inter
view when I first telephoned her 
as did astrologer Carroll Righter. 
My first attempt to reach “of
ficial witch” Louise Huebner 
was successful. My "luck” was 
running high.
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Then, just when my research 

lor the boot was going so beau- 
ttfully, it came to a screeching 
halt. I had unexpected expenses 
and frustrating delays; nothing 
seemed to go right. Everything 
had gone so smoothly for so long 
I probably was more upset than 
I should have been and one 
afternoon I let the spirit world have it.
"Okay, you guys,” I said 

aloud, "this is the last time I 
write any books for you! I didn’t
first place but you forced me 
into it. I wanted a nice job in 
New York and here I am in 
California. Everyone tells me 
you spirits are on my side, 
guiding me. Well, why in the hell 
have you let me down?”

There I was, alone in my room, 
yelling my head off. If anyone 
had heard me I’m sure I would 
have been hustled off to the 
funny farm. But I was furious. 
I had fallen for the notion that 
the spirits were guiding me. 
Now, why had they suddenly 
copped out?
I was still muttering as I 

dressed for an interview-appoint-
stood combing my hair in the 
motel bathroom all of a sudden 
a small perfectly formed white 
feather floated down right be
fore my eyes and landed in the

It was such a beautiful white 
feather that something told me
from the very spirits I had been 
chewing out. “Have faith in us,” 
it seemed to say, “because we 
know what we are doing and we 
are with you.”
My mood brightened and soon 

after that incident things 
smoothed out. I completed my 
research and was able to finish 
the book without encountering 
further problems.
Medium Brenda Crenshaw, 

when she held the feather and 
before I told her the story, said 
it was an apport “from your 
spirit guides,” then asked, "Have 
you been unhappy with them?”

TfTHAT DOES all this add up 
W to? Had a string of “coin
cidences” brought me "good
at work — a force that some call 
spirit, others call God and sci
entists call psychic energy?
I had not wanted to write an

other book, yet Leda Simonele 
foretold that I would do so — 
and that I would do it where 
there were palm trees. Despite 
my determination to stay in 
New York everything conspired 
to bring me to the west coast. 
And what about the research 
materials that suddenly were 
made available to me? What 
about the incense in the hotel
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coal mining multitudes of fossils 
have been found, especially fos
sil plants. In fact, the European 
designation for this period is 
Carboniferous or “coal-bearing.” 
Coal itself is the result of heat 
and pressure applied to what orig
inally was peat, a product of 
dead and decaying plant matter 
that settles in boggy or marshy 
ground.
The climate of the Pennsylvan

ian period had been a matter of 
debate. The fossil plants — ferns, 
seed ferns and relatives of the 
horsetails — had suggested a hot 
humid tropical climate. But peat 
does not form in tropical cli
mates because bacterial action 
is so rapid that dead plants dis
integrate before they can collect 
into beds. Thus scientific opinion 
was that the climate of the coal 
forest was mild but not tropical. 
There was no evidence during 
the Pennsylvanian period of any 
seasonal changes in the climate. 
Seasonal changes are due to the
than 23 degrees from perpendic
ular to the plane of the earth’s 
revolution around the sun. It is 
believed that in the past the 
earth’s axis has stood upright 
and therefore the climate was 
uniform throughout the year and 
generally somewhat milder than today’s average.

Our present world is atypical 
of geological history in another

important way. Today the con
tinents are unusually rugged and 
high. During most of the past the 
land was relatively flat and the 
continents were not far above 
sea level. During millions of 
years of geological history vast 
shallow inland seas covered 
much of the central interior of 
North America as the abundant 
marine fossils found in the bed
rock testify. This was the situa
tion during the Pennsylvanian. 
The swampy coal forests were 
probably no more than 10 feet 
above sea level. Thus a very 
slight rise in sea level or a sink
ing of the land surface permitted 
water to cover many miles of 
land. There is evidence that 
this happened repeatedly during 
Pennsylvanian times. Beds of 
coal, representing low-lying 
land, are overlain by thin 
layered black shale such as the 
Mecca Quarry shale that rep
resent inundation by the sea. 
Over several feet of marine beds 
still another bed of coal will be 
found, proving that the sea had 
retreated from the land once 
more. This alternate flooding 
and retreating of the inland sea 
over what is now Illinois and 
Indiana was repeated dozens of 
times during the several million 
years of the Pennsylvanian.
What could scientists add to 

this picture by detailed study of 
the Mecca shale?
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A very early observation made 

during the splitting of the shale 
was that it was not uniform in 
blackness. Some layers definitely 
were grayer. The fossUs were 
markedly more abundant in the 
blacker layers than in the gray
er. This difference in color was 
confirmed by measurement with 
a sensitive light meter. But whst 
caused the color vsriation?
The answer was simple. The 

shale was black for the same 
reason that coal is black. 
Decayed organic matter chemi
cally converts into a substance 
called bitumin which is jet 
black. The shale is a blend of 
bitumin, mud and clay and 
where there is more mud and 
clay the shale is lighter in color. 
The mud and clay were carried 
and deposited in the inland sea 
by rivers flowing from the land- 
mass to the east. This sediment 
which came from the erosion of 
the land was brought about 
primarily by rainfall and so rep
resents periods of heavier rain
fall and the black shale rep
resents periods of relatively less 
rsinfall. There were four al
ternating layers of black and 
gray in the foot of shale taken 
from Mecca and thus we can 
deduce four dry periods al
ternated with four wet periods.
But what was the duration of 

one of these periods? Did a dry 
period last a million years? A

thousand years? Or only a 
month? The answer to this ques
tion must be based on indirect 
evidence. Within the shale of the 
Mecca quarry, as previously 
mentioned, were numerous well- 
preserved fish. Nearly all of 
these had died as the result of 
bites from other fish but many 
were not consumed. Initially a 
fish that dies will sink to tbe 
bottom. Then decay produced by 
bacteria often will form gas 
which will cause the body to float 
on the surface. If, however, 
burial is reasonably rapid the 
fish will be protected from pred
ators and kept at the bottom 
perhaps to be preserved as a 
fossil. The fossil fish in the 
Mecca shale show little evidence 
of decay although often the fins 
that stuck upward as the body 
lsy on its side hsd begun to rot 
away. Obviously these fossil fish 
were buried before decay could 
set in. But how soon does a dead
Zangerl and Richardson found 

that little was known about rates 
of decsy of fish—not the most 
fascinating subject one can think 
of! Nevertheless, this informs- 
tion had an important bearing on 
their understanding of time 
periods in the past. So they pre
pared to begin “the fish-rotting 
expedition" in the bayous of 
Louisiana, an area thought to 
have a climate similar to that of
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One would expect the debris that 
settled on the sea floor to show 
some oriented pattern caused by 
the prevailing wind direction, 
yet the fossils seemed random
ly oriented. This impression, 
derived from casual inspection 
of the shale and the charts con
structed from it, was subjected 
to statistical analysis. The com
pass orientation of those fossils 
having a long axis was carefully 
measured tor each layer and the 
orientation did prove to be ran
dom.
In L ou is ian a the two 

paleontologists came upon the 
probable explanation for this 
puzzling feature. They observed 
lowland areas that at first glance 
appeared to be solid land cov
ered by dense vegetation. But 
walking on them, they soon dis
covered they actually were 
floating masses of plant matter, 
mainly water hyacinth and al
ligator weed. Such mats of 
floating vegetation—called flot- 
ant by the natives —in places 
were thick enough to support a 
man. At Lake Hatch, south of 
Houma, La., for example, the 
flotant is three feet thick near 
the margins of the lake and thins 
out to a fringe of plant matter 
only around a small area of open 
water at the lake’s center.
The existence of such flotant 

on the margins of the shallow 
sea of the Pennsylvanian period

would explain a number of 
features evident in the Mecca 
shale. Besides explaining the 
lack of wind disturbance on the 
bottom it would have provided a 
handy source of organic matter 
as the floating plants died and 
were replaced. It also would ex
plain the virtual absence of plant 
spores and insects among the 
preserved fossils. Moreover, the 
shales have preserved enormous 
numbers of. flsh for such a shal
low body of water, yet there is no
stagnant or that fish died from 
lack of oxygen. A floating mass 
of plants (probably some variety 
of algae) would continually re
plenish the oxygen supply and 
prevent stagnation of the water.
Once tha existence of the 

flotant was recognized other 
features could be reinterpreted 
in a more meaningful way. If the 
flotant existed at the time of the 
Mecca shale it almost certainly 
existed when the Logan Quarry 
shale was being deposited under 
similar circumstances. Logan 
Quarry shale differed from 
Mecca Quarry shale primarily in 
its fossil content. There were far 
fewer flsh preserved in the 
Logan shale but on the average 
they were more complete and 
better preserved. The flsh pop
ulation in the waters of Logan 
Quarry apparently was much 
thinner; probably the water was
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Mecca shale was collected in the
Richardson have concluded that 
western Indiana normally was the 
eastern edge of the inland sea 
and it ia possible that intensive 
exploration in the Pennsylvanian 
layers of central Indiana will turn 
up terrestrial beds containing 
fossils of insects, reptiles and am
phibians which are absent in 
the Mecca black shales, although 
they are known from other 
Pennsylvanian deposits.
Included in the black shales

and shark relatives. Fossil 
sharks are generally fragmen
tary for the simple reason that 
the shark skeleton is of cai> 
tilage rather than bone and car
tilage normally does not pre
serve. When cartilage has been 
secondarily calcified as at Mecca 
and Logan, however, the skeletal 
elements are preserved. Previous
ly known Pennsylvanian sharks 
have been recognized almost en
tirely by their more resistant 
parts that have been fossilized — 
that is, by teeth, fin spines 
and dermal denticles (tooth-like 
“scales” found in various groups 
of sharks). Of course, it is obvious 
that a tooth arbitrarily given one 
scientific name well might come 
from the same animal as a fin 
spine given an entirely different 
scientific name. With the suites

recovered by the Mecca project 
it should be possible to match up 
foments and reconstruct entire
Another group of fish that will 

come clearer from intensive 
Study of the Indiana shales are 
the extinct acanthodians, some-
because of the prominent fin 
spines along the lead edge of 
their fins. They actually do not 
appear to be shark relatives, 
however, and perhaps are closer 
to the bony fishes but their true 
relationships are poorly under
stood. Hopefully the large 
number of well-preserved acan
thodians found in the black 
shales will illuminate their 
affinities.
Another group of fossils was an 

unexpected dividend of the 
Mecca project. These are shark 
relatives with partial armor 
plate. Named Iniopterpflii by Dr. 
Zangerl, they appear to be a 
totally new group of fishes, re-

A difficulty encountered im
mediately when study of the 
sharks was begun was the 
fragility of the specimens. The 
calcified cartilage could be un
covered only by painstaking 
scratching with steel needles and 
the specimens began to deterio
rate as soon as they were ex
posed. As the shale beds could be





PHANTOM CUPPER SHIP
IN JULY 1959 I was" sailing on 

the Belgian Line freighter 
Lufira out of New York bound to 
Matadi, port of entry for the 
(then) Belgian Congo. The ship 
carried 12 passengers, most of 
them missionary families. The 
22-day voyage included stops at 
Dakar, Monrovia, Freetown, La
gos and Lome. On the 17th of 
July we crossed the equator and 
I was initiated with the baptism 
of Neptune. Sometime after mid
night that same night we ran 
into a sudden storm and the ship 
began to rock with the waves.
1 left my cabin and went out on 

deck to watch the majestic an
gry Atlantic. Amidst heavy rain, 
waves were pounding the deck to 
the background of thunder and 
lightning. While I stood holding 
the rail a sudden burst of light
ning illuminated the waves on 
the port side of the freighter and 
drew my attention to another 
ship about 200 feet away. 
What startled me was that the

other vessel was a sailing ship. 
At first I took it to be a private 
yacht but as I gazed at it amid 
the rising waves I realized it 
resembled a clipper ship of the 
last century. It had three masts 
and five rows of sails; the bottom 
sail in front was torn and flap
ping in the wind. For a brief 
moment when it seemed to draw
the mast. The lightning contin
ued and I stared at the sailing 
ship in amazement for about 10 
minutes. Suddenly I felt g sense 
of fear as I realized I was entire-







As I came near, he called out, 
“Hi, little girl,” I asked what he 
was doing, although anyone 
could tell he was mending the 
fence. He seemed quite jolly and 
told me that the farm was going 
to be prosperous and well known 
in the township. Then he re
marked, “I see you had trouble 
with the lane gate. It seems too 
heavy for a small girl like you to 
be lifting.” I readily agreed and 
showed him a scratch I had got
ten from a nail as I had strug
gled with the gate.
Then he asked, “If I show you 

how to mend the gate will you 
remember and show your un
cle?” I assured him I had a very 
good memory and I would listen 
carefully to his plan. Using two 
nearby posts to illustrate, the 
man showed me how the gate 
should be hung from iron bars at 
the top and bottom of the larger 
post. He impressed on me the 
need for a larger tree trunk on 
which to attach the iron bars. He 
also said that large screws 
should be used rather than nails 
to attach the ironwork. The 
hinges on the gate should be 
made in a special way which he 
drew for me in the dust of the 
lane. Then he suggested a wooden 
latch that would fit into a hol- 
lowed-out post to fasten the gate. 
When he finished his explanation 
he asked if I understood. I nod
ded silently, all the while secret

ly wondering why he didn’t sim
ply tell Uncle Robert instead of 
me. Then he said good-bye, that 
he must get on with his work.
My feet fairly danced with joy 

as I hurried into the house. When 
I asked Grandma who was the 
man fixing the fence along the 
lane, she stared at me as if I had 
taken leave of my senses. When I 
had finished my story, she de
cided to go talk to this stranger. 
But when we walked down the 
lane and turned the comer
was there! The fence along the 
lane was still broken where I had 
seem him replacing posts.
We returned to the house and 

Grandma had me draw the plans 
for repairing the gate. Soon Un
cle Robert came in from the field 
and she had me repeat the story 
and describe the man again. 
From time to time she and Uncle 
Robert traded looks of amaze
ment. Grandma showed my 
drawings to him and he ques
tioned me about nails, screws, 
iron bars, posts and latches. I 
could add nothing beyond the 
drawings and what the young 
man had told me. Both Uncle 
Robert and Grandma tried to 
convince me I had imagined the 
whole thing and cautioned me 
never to repeat the story to oth
ers lest they decide I was a bit 
odd.
I firmly believe that the
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strange man was someone in the 
spirit world who was bound to 
that farm and somehow was able 
to communicate with me. I al
ways have suspected Uncle Rob
ert and Grandma recognized the 
man from my description but 
didn’t want to admit this. The 
amazing part is that Uncle Rob
ert fixed the gate following my 
drawings and 50 years later it 
still is working. — Carbondole, 
III.

INSTANTANEOUS HEAIING By Ch.rU. R. HonorDURING MY teens I assisted 
my father, the Rev. Joseph 

E. Homer, by leading the music 
at his church, Emanuel Holiness 
Church of North Philadelphia, 
Pa. My “thorn in the flesh” was 
that every time I caught a cold 
my tonsils became inflamed and 
infected and quinsy set in. I had 
made a study of divine healing 
and several times was anointed 
with oil by God’s people but to no 
avail. Every time I had to go to 
the doctor to have my tonsils 
lanced and my throat cauterized.
When my 19th birthday was 

approaching in 1923 Father was 
asked to be the main evangelis
tic speaker at the Center Valley 
Camp Meeting near Allentown, 
Pa. I was to accompany him and 
have charge of the music. It was 
the largest group I had had the 
opportunity to lead up to that

time and the offer meant a great 
deal to me. In addition the camp 
meeting was depending on me as 
It was difficult to get experienced 
leaders for the hymn singing.
You might know! My throat 

acted up again. This time the 
infection was so bad that I made 
plans to enter the hospital to 
have my tonsils removed. My 
father suggested regular periods

of fasting and prayer and I took 
up a routine of fasting. Although 
there was no sign of actual heal
ing a “voice" kept telling me to 
go to Center Valley when the 
camp meeting began ill August.
I never shall forget the day we 

arrived at the campgrounds. My 
throat was throbbing with infec
tion and quinsy was setting in 
rapidly. My father introduced 
me to the Rev. John Weigner, 
president of the camp, and told 
him that because of my condition
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global, outlook on their purport-
Is it my fault, I ask myself, 

that I do not recognize these 
anointed ones? Is the evidence in 
the eye of the beholder? Or, as in 
the case of Nessie or Yeti, are the 
claims based on visions, wishful 
thinking or mistaken views?
One thing, however, seems 

sure: the theory and the hope 
surrounding the coming of the 
new man persist with such tenac
ity as to imply subliminal fore
knowledge. In other words, there 
must be something to it. There 
cannot be this much prophetic 
smoke in theory without some 
undeniable psychic fire in fact.
I believe a new individual has 

appeared on the contemporary
and I am prepared to explain 
and describe this harbinger as I 
see him moving through the 
world, rubbing shoulders with the 
rest of us. He may not be the 
messiah or the holy man the 
seers are talking about but he 
definitely is becoming more and 
more a part of our rapidly 
changing world.
He already has been christen

ed with many names: the Hito 
man, the universal man, the 
macro man, the Christie man — 
and I have my own name for 
him: Homo sapiens sublimlnalis, 
to distinguish him from Homo 
sapiens of old.

W new^u^hTmT
Let me describe him as I see 

him. He is new and different in 
categories — thought, word and 
deed. Let’s look at each of these 
and get acquainted with him.
In thought the new man differs 

from the mere man of intellect. 
For one thing, he is beyond lin
ear thinking — that is, thinking 
only by rote, line-by-line, logi
cally. He depends on and uses
sight, psychic inreach which to
tally grasps a situation, knowing 
he is attuned to a cosmic mind, a 
pool of consciousness of which he 
is a part. He listens; he hears. 
He is high on guidance which is 
filtered through an ability to see 
the unseen and hear the com
monly unheard.
When L. Clark Stevens brought 

out his breakthrough book EST 
(Capricorn Press, Santa Barba
ra, Calif., 1970) he introduced the 
term “simulsense,” defined as 
an “habitual mode of perception 
and conception brought about by 
several senses receiving input si
multaneously.” He explained 
this further as a “sensory mix,” 
a “multi-sense awareness,” a 
"single-sense focus of concentration.”
This is part of the new man’s 

natural state of thought, yet it is 
as old and innate as tbe built-in 
aptitudes of primitives in their
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instinctive association with na
ture. The new man perceives 
and develops simulsense in his 
relationship with the modern 
world. You can spot this new 
man among thinking young peo
ple. Some of them are adepts at 
simulsense whose thought is in
stantly universal and existential. 
Subjects under discussion are 
not bounded by the subject but 
are related to every other sub
ject. As writers in ecology say, 
“Pick up any part of nature and 
all of nature is attached to it."
sion of intuitive insight marks 
the new man’s thought. He rec
ognizes that attempting to solve 
things that are above reason on
ly with reason is unreasonable.
extends his thought function to 
believe and take into considers- 
tion the concept of synchronicity. 
Tor example, interest in the I 
Ching is an indication of the in
ner awareness we all have of our
conscious process of God-man- 
time-space synthesized.
In his introduction to I Ching 

(Wilhelm Baynes Edition, Bol
linger Series) Dr. Jung explains 
that “synchronicity takes the co
incidences of events in space and 
time as meaning something 
more than mere chance; name
ly, a peculiar interdependence of 
objective events among them

selves as well as with the subjective (psychic) states of the ob-
The thinking of the new man 

takes seriously the metaphysical 
teaching that his future is already 
in the matrix of subconscious
mind. To the “old man,” bound 
by five sensory aptitudes in a 
four-dimensional world, this kind 
of thinking was merely specula
tive and scarcely believed in, al
though ardently professed. Now 
it is becoming a proven fact that

late in thought becomes manifest 
in our actions. Therefore, the ex
ploration of unconscious im
pulses—through the I Ching, 
deep meditation, biofeedback 
training, yoga or Zen discipline 
— is part of the new dimensions 
of the new man's thought.
Motivation movements in busi

ness and industry, sensitivity 
seminars to probe the unfolding 
self, programs in creative living 
in church centers—all point to
the presence of 
knowledge. New 
developing due (individuals are to the universal
rival But neither motivation 
movements, behavioral sciences
emerging avatar. The best they 
can do is alert him to the reality 
of his being. He emerges through 
the recognition of an inner con-
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truths, impressive as Christ must 
have been when he “spoke the 
word,” his greatest power lay in 
the fact that the true Word was
degree in every individual.
I have often thought it would 

be an interesting idea to include 
several blank pages in the gospel 
writings. When we came to these
portions we would listen instead 
of reading words. Perhaps in 
such moments we would hear or 
feel the esoteric impact of Christ’s 
communication in the silence.

Currently considerable atten
tion is being given to research
conducted by the noted musician- 
scientist Manfred Clynes, deal
ing with the theory and proof of 
the objective measurement of 
subjective feelings. Here is evi
dence of a vital innate force be
yond words: the language of emo
tions. Clynes refers to this field as 
the science of sentics, based on the 
theory that there is a fundamental 
brain program providing a “com
mand shape” for each primary 
emotion. We may infer from this
style, as consistent as a life-style, 
revealing itself in our creative 
expressions. Clynes’ experiments 
have revealed the “emotional 
language” of great composers as 
it is reflected in the basic themes 
of their compositions. Contem
porary musicians, registering the 
flow of the music as they hear

and interpret it, have recorded 
by means of transducers the mu
sical language of the great mas-
Such inner reading and inner 

listening is recognized by the 
new man as extremely impor
tant in his communication with 
his fellow creatures. Religion, of 
course, has always emphasized 
the concept of the communion of
generated by prayer but in the 
past only the mystic seemed to 
believe and practice these prin
ciples. Only the prophets and 
seers demonstrated them. In this 
respect the new man has always 
been with us. Civilization went

ity

s, his verification of spiritu 
imunication beyond wor 
his reading between t: 

s the historic changes in tl 
and development of huma 
at large. This is true toda

individual—his charismatic ii 
ence, his belief in kairos 
time when conditions are r 
for the accomplishment of a 
cial action), his growing aw
ness that empathy is more pow
erful than verbalization — all are
ing individual is already looking 
beyond ESP and the psi field into 
the realm of spiritual concentra
tion rather than spirit communi
cation.
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■A M. reveals himself not only in 
thought and word but also in 
deed. As far as he is concerned, 
deeds and actions are no longer 
valid merely on the basis of hope 
of reward or recognition. They 
are metapersonal, transcending 
thought of self. Every great move
ment, every great endeavor is 
made possible by persons who 
work unseen and unnoticed, lend
ing themselves selflessly to a 
cause, not necessarily because of 
any ego-effacing attitude but be
cause they know that power lies 
above the personal.
This concept maintains that 

the "creative and the receptive” 
represent the father-mother, 
yang-yin, active-passive process 
from which all things come forth. 
The workability of this principle 
impressed itself upon me during 
the earliest days of my research. 
I recall how Howard Crum, in
ventor of the teletype, told me 
that in the final analysis the seem
ingly insurmountable “bugs” in 
the development of the instru
ment were eliminated not in the 
laboratory but in a dimension 
beyond the deed —in this case, 
contemplation. Mr. Land of Po
laroid fame works in this octave. 
The late Charles Kettering short
ly before his death revealed to 
me that this was his secret for 
some 600 automotive inventions. 
Creative artists in all fields know

that their best work is done when 
they are "above the doing,” 
when they are channels for the 
cosmic flow. It is not frantic out
reach but quiet intake that does 
the trick and this is a working 
principle with the new man. You 
will find him less and less in the 
public eye impatiently working 
and more and more behind the 
scenes quietly, patiently giving 
substance to the power that gov
erns the deeds.Science well may be just an
other word for magic unveiled 
and religion is without doubt mag
ic incarnate, each a testimony 
to the pool of Infinite Mind. If 
infinite, then all-inclusive; if all- 
inclusive, then the universal prop
erty of every mind and man.
The need for this kind of ap

proach in our world is obvious 
and apparent. In the contempo
rary dilemmas in which we find 
ourselves, the cold logic of what 
Homo sapiens proudly called 
“common sense” is no longer 
enough to sustain us. We need 
some uncommon thinking. The 
vaunted “rugged individual with 
a logical mind” has had his try 
at building the kingdom. His
are his frustrations. We need 
some “illogical adventurers” 
who can explore new frontiers 
from a logical basis and com
mand new breakthroughs con
structively without being broken
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to be overtaken by a new series 
of gales forcing the ship to lie to 
for three weeks. Conditions on 
board can best be described in 
Donald Lee’s own words: “Wa
ter, fuel and light, one after the 
other failed us. The cargo of po
tatoes in the hold rotted and be
came a solid striking mass. We 
had no matches nor anything to 
strike a light. All our fuel was 
consumed so that our com was 
of no use to us, though we tried to 
soften it by soaking in salt water. 
Our daily allowance of drinking 
water had to be strained through 
three thicknesses of bunting to 
admit of swallowing it. This was 
water that had been condemned 
early in the voyage as unfit for 
use” The champagne in the hold 
was ruled out as a thirst 
quencher because the parched 
voyagers were aware, as Lee ob
served, “It would only be a tem
porary relief and a sure cause of 
increased suffering afterward.”
In the midst of one particularly 

vicious gale the mate and two 
deckhands on the bowsprit furl
ing sail were swept overboard, 
only to be hurled back onto the 
deck in an uncanny escape from 
certain death. At this juncture the 
captain unaccountably lost his 
sight and it became necessary
mand of the ship as well as of 
keeping the log, for “besides 
being unable to write his name

FATE
the mate (Jones) was no naviga
tor."“On December 24,” Lee’s ac-
ship some two miles distant,” 
but the captain asked that she 
not be hailed as it would greatly 
prejudice his career should word 
get out that he was having such 
difficulty making a landfall. This 
proved a mistake for it was later 
learned the ship was the Howard 
Douffias making for Bermuda, 
where it arrived the next day.

Eventually, wracked by hun
ger and discouraged by the weeks 
of delay in returning home, Lee 
flung himself on his cabin bunk 
one night hoping sleep would 
blot out the awareness of his 
plight. Thus gloomily pre
occupied, he was atartled to see 
the curtain of his berth lifted to 
reveal the figure of a physician 
friend whom Lee identified as 
“Doctor W., a retired surgeon of 
the Royal Navy, who had prac
ticed in St. John’s, Newfound
land, had served on the North 
American station in Bermuda 
and was at the time living in 
Scotland.” The doctor smiled at 
Lee and said, “Do not despair. 
You will reach Bermuda safely.”
ed brilliantly illuminated and 
Lee went to the door calling into 
the companionway, “Has anyone 
been down here with a light?”
“You know we have no way of
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making a light, air,” the mate 
called back.Lee noted the time and date of 
the peculiar incident in the ship’s 
log. On arriving in Bermuda sev
eral weeks later Lee learned of 
the death of his physician friend. 
When particulars were obtained 
from Scotland, he learned that 
the date of his friend’s passing 
coincided with his vision record
ed in the log.
Later it was disclosed by a 

member of the crew that a plot 
against Lee’s life had burgeoned 
at sea when someone on board 
became convinced that the 
heavy boxes of type actually 
contained gold. The plotters 
planned to throw Lee overboard 
and seize his property. When the 
culprits approached Lee’s cabin, 
however, the Informant explain

ed, they were overcome by dis
abling panic when a frigid draft 
stiffened their bones. Badly 
frightened the would-be murder
ers abandoned their scheme and 
the voyage that should have re
quired two weeks was finally 
completed safely on January 14, 
1826 —the 77th day.
Two years later Donald Lee’s 

presses rolled for the first time 
on January 8, 1828, and the 
Royal Gazette continues to serve 
the people of Bermuda to this 
day. Lee often related the events 
of the strange voyage much as 
he recorded them in his news
paper more than 50 years later, 
but he never could explain why 
the doctor’s spirit should have 
concerned itself with the fate of 
the stricken ship and its pas-
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to the ground and snapped a limb 
from a live one. This green limb 
had broken as cleanly as if it 
were dead. Only considerable 
force could have caused auch 
damage. Parts of the bark of 
this branch looked blistered and 
whitish.
Phillips visited the Johnson 

farm following a snowfall 31 days 
after the landing date and was 
astonished to find the donut ring 
still evident, marked by un
melted snow, whereas mud and 
slush covered the unaffected soil. 
Wherever he pushed aside the 
snow from any portion of the ring 
the soil directly beneath was dry 
and light brown in color. Phillips 
and Durel Johnson poured water 
on a section of the ring but the 
water would not aoak into the 
soil. He also noted an unusual 
white material in the ring, a sub
stance not found in the surround
ing soil (which was checked for 
150 feet in every direction).
Phillips returned to the John

son farm in January 1972, 72 
days after the landing. Now the 
aite was dry, yet the ring was 
faintly visible due to its lighter 
color. Again he poured water on 
the ring but the soil still would 
not absorb the water; it ran oft 
as if poured onto glass. Soil 
samples removed from the ring 
have remained submerged in wa
ter for as long as four weeks 
without absorbing so much as a

measurable trace of moisture.
Meanwhile Dr. Hynek received 

soil samples from both the ring 
and the surrounding unaffected 
field. Spectrographic analysis 
from a spectrographic and chem
ical analyzing laboratory in Chi
cago showed that the only mineral 
constituent significantly more 
abundant than usual in the ring 
soil was calcium. Chemical anal
ysis showed the presence of aro
matic hydrocarbon of a type that 
might be an insecticide solvent 
or might show up in diesel fuel. 
An X-ray analysis by a geologist 
in Columbia, Mo., detected noth
ing unusual.
These initial findings make 

little sense. They certainly don’t 
explain the dramatic difference 
between the dark moist soil 
around the ring and the dry ash- 
colored dirt of the ring itself, 
dirt that broke into clods like 
baked desert clay. Even more 
puzzling was the strange white 
substance found throughout the 
ring to a depth of 14 inches, a 
substance totally lacking in the 
surrounding soil.
In March 1972 Phillips asked 

Dr. Stanton Friedman," the di
rector of the California UFO Re
search Institute, to look into the 
case. After receiving soil samples 
Friedman employed a soil-testing 
lab in Hawtbome, Calif., to do
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the overall percentage o f various 
elements present these analyses 
of the Delphos samples measured 
the availability at elements in 
the soil in a form which plant life 
could absorb. In brief, the im
portant chemical elements — cal
cium, magnesium, potassium, 
and phosphorus — and the trace 
elements — Iron, manganese, cop
per and zinc —all were more 
abundant in the ring soil than in 
unaffected soil Only nitrogen was 
less abundant in the altered soil.
The lab analyses also indicated 

that salinity (metallic salts) in 
the ring soil was 15.0- whereas the 
control soil had a salinity level 
of 4.0. Optimal salinity level for 
most crops ranges from 0 to 4. 
In view of this excess salinity it 
is not surprising that plant growth 
in the affected soil is only a fifth 
of that in the surrounding soil. 
The high levels of the usually 
toxic trace elements in the ring 
soil also might adversely affect 
plant growth. The laboratory con
firmed that the ring soil is se
verely desiccated. It possesses 
only three-fourths as much water 
as required for normal farming.
The mysterious white sub

stance seen in the ring soil 
proved to be neither a fungus 
nor of biological origin but a 
water-soluble mineral which was 
left as a precipitate from the 
evaporation of the water in the soil. Its exact chemical com

position is not yet known. The 
lab also was intrigued to dis
cover that the common garden 
variety fungus Rhizopus, abun
dant in the normal Delphos soil, 
is totally absent in the ring soiL
All of the evidence, in Dr. 

Friedman's opinion, points to 
microwaves as having caused 
the changes in the affected soil. 
In the electromagnetic spectrum 
microwaves, lying between radio 
waves and the infrared, are 
about 300 million to 300 billion 
cycles per second. Two-thirds of 
all long-distance communication 
and 90 percent of all television 
transmission are carried by mi
crowaves. They are also the 
medium for radio telescopes, 
radar and satellite communica
tion systems. Because of their 
ability to produce intense inter
nal heating by molecular agita
tion, microwaves are used to 
cure plastics, to dry lumber, 
cook food and administer medi
cal diathermy where deep heat 
penetration is required.
Stanton Friedman believes that 

“somebody out there" already

tern of flight. He speculates, 
“They may be using controlled 
fusion for propulsion with high- 
frequency microwaves kicking 
off the reaction much as we use 
an A-bomb to trigger off an H-







Lorrel Wilhelm was bom In 
Perth, Australia, on April 8. Her 
mother Joyce likewise was born 
on April 8 as were her grand
mother and her great-grand
mother.
Mrs. John Ringsdahl oi Clin

ton, Iowa, flipped on her car ra
dio just in time to hear the
town’s police chiei draw the 
name oi the winner of a brand- 
new car in a raffle — hersell. In 
her excitement she stepped on 
tbe gas. It so happened there 
was a policeman right behind 
her and she was promptly given 
a ticket for speeding.
A 10-year-old girl in Athens, 

Greece, told her teacher that 
she’d dreamed the schoolhouse 
roof collapsed. Her teacher de
cided to move the students to 
another place for the day and 
one half hour after their depar
ture the roof fell in.
In Detroit Martin Hezham was 

elated at the court performance 
of his attorney Robert Green- 
stein and in the parking lot out
side slapped him on tbe shoul-

der. Greenstein’s revolver slipped 
from its shoulder holster, hit the 
ground, discharged and fatally 
wounded Mr. Hezham.
When the son of Mrs. E. J. 

Rizor of Toledo, Ohio, was killed 
at his air force base, Mrs. Rizor 
wanted to contact his lifelong 
friend Sunny with tbe sad news. 
But Sunny was in the navy and 
she didn’t know where to reach 
him. The next night she got a 
long-distance call from Sunny in 
California, the first in more than 
five years, because he had “a 
feeling something was wrong.”
The father and mother of Mrs. 

Alice Gosnell of Sykesville, Md., 
met on a May 30, were married 
the next year an May 30 and 
their daughter Alice was bom a 
year later on May SO. At 23, Alice 
also was married on May 30 and 
23 years later ber father died on 
May 30.

•
A power problem at the Drama 

Theater in Warsaw, Poland, 
caused it to cancel its perfor

al Dark-
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lished) and when it was found 
(1929) are quite accurate but 
from then on his article goes 
completely off the rails and 
sometimes becomes quite balmy.
Davies predicates an hypoth

esis he calls (quoting one Ro
senberg in the Condon Report!) 
“The merry-go-round of mutual 
quotation” but unfortunately 
seems never to have heard of the 
initial source from which all in
formation on this subject must
A beautiful multicolor copy of 

the original Piri Re’is map was 
sent to President of the United 
States Woodrow Wilson in 1930, 
as a gift to the American people, 
by Kemal Atatiirk, in pride of its 
discovery as a work of Turkish 
origin. It was displayed in Wash
ington and toured the country, 
causing more than just ordinary 
interest because it showed both 
sides of South America and yet 
had been drawn only 20 years 
after Colon (Columbus) failed to 
reach America on his first trip 
and considerably before anybody 
had explored the west coast of 
South America or mapped Cen
tral America This map then lay 
in the Library of Congress until a 
Turkish naval officer presented 
another copy to the U.S. Navy 
Hydrographic Office in 1956, not 
knowing that another already 
was in this country. That office 
referred it to Mr. M. I. Walters, a

senior cartographer at the Li
brary of Congress, who passed it 
on to an old friend, a keen stu
dent of old maps, particularly of 
the Americas, named Capt. Ar
lington Mallery.
Mallery, never having seen 

anything like it before, im
mediately had it appraised by 
some of the best cartographers 
available — the Rev. Daniel L. 
Linehan, S.J., Director of the 
Weston Observatory of Boston 
College and assigned to the U.S. 
Navy as a seismologist on its 
early Antarctic mapping expedi
tions, and Dr. Francis Heyden, 
Director of the Georgetown Uni
versity Observatory. After pro
longed study these gentlemen, 
together with Walters and Mal
lery, appeared on an educational 
radio panel discussion sponsored 
by Georgetown University. Dur
ing this program Father Linehan 
pointed out that the bit of coast 
shown at the bottom of the Atlan
tic in the Piri Re’is map was 
undeniably Queen Maude Land
little inlets and offshore islands 
must have been mapped befbre 
it was covered by an ice cap. He 
further stated that most of these 
indentations and islands only re
cently had been rediscovered by 
seismological soundings taken 
through some mile and a half of
We now know from
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B y James E. Gentry as told to C. T. Bowden

SILENT 
SENTRY 
in Vietnam
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brick walls. Lacking aircraft the 
Viet Cong could attack the fort 
only by a frontal assault and 
naturally we felt more secure 
there than in the more usual 
chopped-out jungle clearing. 
Night sentries were stationed at 
the gate and along both the inner 
compound and outer walls.

H ow  d id  th is s tran g e f igu r e  who 
sudden ly a p p ea red  in th e o ld  
French f o r t  in V ietnam  m an age 
t o  en ter tha walls w ith out m y 
se e in g  o r  h earing him a p p r o a ch ?

Our first night at the fort one of 
the sentries was killed by a stab 
wound at the base of his throat. 
Apparently he was attacked 
from behind. This threw us all 
into dismay. It seemed impossi
ble for an enemy soldier to be
post and not be seen. To sneak 
up and kill a sentry from be
hind within a walled enclosure 
seemed incredible. Naturally the 
mysterious death of the sentry 
was foremost in my mind wben I 
was placed on guard duty the 
following night.
My post was to patrol both 

walls and the comer of the inner 
compound where they met. 
Through an overcast sky the 
moon sbed enough light so I

could see the limits of my post 
clearly. The warm night was so 
quiet that at times I could hear 
the night cries from the jungle 
beyond the outer walls. My first 
three hours of duty and the rou
tine visit from the sergeant of 
the guard passed uneventfully.
As the final hour moved more 

slowly I began to feel uneasy. I 
could see nothing unusual but 
had the feeling I was being 
watched. Several times I slung 
my rifle to wipe perspiration 
from my bands, yet my body 
was cool as if I had a chill. I
malaria, the common affliction 
of American troops in Vietnam. I 
stopped walking and backed into 
the corner of the walls to get
Then I spotted the figure of a 

man up against the wall where I 
was certain nothing existed a 
moment before. The stranger 
was not wearing Viet Cong attire 
but did have on boots and a bush 
hat. He seemed to be looking 
down, with his chin on his chest, 
but at the same time I could see 
his face, white in the moonlight. 
As he pointed, arm outstretched, 
to the wall behind me I noted 
a diamond insignia on his shirt
sleeve. I raised my rifle to chal
lenge the unknown visitor, at the 
same time trying to watch the 
wall toward which his band 
pointed. At the base of the wall a
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stone was slowly sliding forward. 
As the stone was pushed beyond 
the wall the figure with the bush 
hat vanished. And through the 
opening in the wall crawled a 
Viet Cong, knife in hand. I shot 
him, then knelt and fired the 
remainder of my ammunition 
into the tunnel.
The unknown man who had 

warned me never was seen 
again. Our men were not re
quired to wear their steel hel
mets inside the fort and no one in 
the company owned a bush hat 
At the time I attributed the 
apparent hallucination to a touch 
of malaria or comhat fatigue. I 
hesitated to mention the strange 
visitor in my report for fear of 
being sent to the hospital for ob
servation Just when I was due to 
return to the States.
When we explored it the next 

day the tunnel turned out to be a 
very old one extending several 
hundred yards to an entrance in 
the jungle heyond sight from the 
fort. When I told my story to the 
officer of the day, Lieutenant 
Phinney, and later to the com
manding officer, Maj. J. Kiley, I 
felt a twinge of guilt at being 
given credit for discovering the 
tunnel. If the unidentified figure 
in the hush hat had not pointed 
to the wall there is no doubt I 
would have wound up with my 
throat cut like the sentry on the 
previous night.

FATE
By early Novemher 1966 I was 

on my way home. A commercial 
airliner flew a planeload of us 
veterans to Okinawa and then 
nonstop to California. During the 
15-hour flight I sat next to Staff 
Sgt C. T. Bowden, who had 
served as a helicopter pilot in 
many of the same battles where 
I had fought on the ground. We 
swapped tales of our experiences 
and soon were conversing like 
old friends. Bowden had flown 
several times over the old 
French fort and I told him about 
heing stationed there. Eventual
ly I found myself explaining 
ahout the tunnel used hy the Viet 
Cong assassins and mentioned 
the strange figure in the bush hat 
although I still thought the hallu
cination was due to malaria.
Alter our in-flight dinner Ser

geant Bowden directed the dis
cussion to famous military units, 
uniforms and battles and in par
ticular the French Foreign Le
gion. I confessed that my only 
knowledge of the Foreign Legion 
was from the film version of 
Beau Geste. Nor did Dienhien- 
phu mean much to me other than 
that it was the site of a famous 
battle in Indochina before the 
United States was involved.
A numher of years later I 

heard again from Bowden, wbo 
was doing research for a book on 
Vietnam. He explained that the 
French Foreign Legion had



SILENT SENTRY IN VIETNAM
served many years In Indochina. 
The first attachment arrived in 
Tonkin in 1885 and legionnaires 
served there continuously until 
the last group were flown in as 
reinforcements during the siege 
of Dienbienphu in 1954. Over the 
years there had been consider
able change in their uniform, he 
said. The sparkling white I re
called from Beau Geste had been 
replaced by modem khaki and 
for jungle duty in Vietnam the 
military cap was replaced by a 
bush hat. Most significant ol 
Bowden’s discoveries was that 
the insignia of the legionnaires

sent to Dienbienphu was a white 
diamond shoulder patch.
Was the figure I had seen that 

nigbt at the old French fort a 
deceased legionnaire? Was he 
perhaps one who had himself 
been assassinated by a Vietnam
ese who sneaked into the fort 
by that hidden tunnel?
I still am inclined to attribute 

the apparition to malaria or 
combat fatigue but there is no 
question tbat the strange figure 
in the bush hat, wearing the le
gionnaire’s insignia on his point
ing arm, saved my life that night 
in October 1966.
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